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Legal child murder

INTRO

juh. Without penalty, the two
Over and over again certain
authors, A. Giubilini and F.
circles spread the idea that
Minerva petition in their article
one should not mention any “After-birth Abortion”, for the
bad thing, let alone actively
legalization of killing children
fight against it because one
after birth. They assert: it
would only draw negative
should not be forbidden to kill
energy onto oneself. But
a child after birth if the same
what a sick mind we must
conditions prevail as before the
have if we can keep silent to
birth which would have justiall these satanic outgrowths,
even just those coming to
Watch over your
light in this V&C. I adjure
thoughts, they will beespecially you V&C couricome words.
ers - multiply yourselves!
And you prosecutors, crimiWatch over your words,
nologists, judges and co.:
they will become deeds.
What are we even paying
Watch over your deeds,
you for? You need to finally
they will become habits.
put all those committing
atrocities behind bars, so
Watch over your habits,
that in the end the few rethey will become your
maining righteous people
character traits.
don’t stand up and relentWatch over your charlessly penalize you, calling
acter, it will become
on you to account for this
your fate.
negligence of public duty.
anonymous
Ivo Sasek

fied an abortion. Infanticide
should be allowed if the existence of the baby poses an unbearable burden for mother,
family or society. In other
words even if a perfectly
healthy baby comes into the
world, infanticide should be
legal. And what if this cannot
even be called murder? Which

age limit will slide down into
this category of special murders next? Prosecuting authorities, where are you?*
Sources:
http://jme.bmj.com/content/early/2012
/03/01/medethics-2011-100411.full
http://www.heise.de/fp/artikel/
36/36516/1.html

Who will be the „carrot king“?
is. Something is really going
fundamentally wrong when a
kindergarten kid is crowned
“carrot king”, because he is the
fastest at pulling a condom onto a carrot or when Pro Familia
(German Planned Parenthood)
comes into classrooms and
practices forming genitals with
grade school kids or when 12
year old girls are comforted in
BRAVO because they are still
virgins and receive advice
about how they can change
this! Yet we not only keep our

mouths shut and allow this but
even tolerate the infamous
“Kindergarten Box” introduced
by the Federal Sex Education
department... and everything
the children learn there in sexual pictures, they are then required to “practice” in the
“cuddle corners”!
Whoever
does not want this should actively take a stand against it!*
German Source:
Z für Zukunft,
Ausgabe 3, Febr. 2011

Prize for killer game
ah. 5-, 15- and 25 year-olds sit
for hours, days, nights in front
of the computer or game consoles. In so-called killer games
(ego-shooter) they practice systematic, excessive killing with
weapons ranging from machine guns to chain saws.
These games teach children to
experience fun while another
being is tortured and killed. A
brain washing takes place in
which the player is conditioned

to not feel horror while killing,
but instead satisfaction or even
joy.
This year in April, “Crysis 2”
(a so-called killing game) was
voted best German game by
the “German Computer Game
Awards”. “For the ‘Computer
Game Award’ the games are
ranked according to various
aspects; aside from the educational aspect also the entertainment factor is taken into ac-

count”, explained Martin What are such institutes actualLorber the PR director and ly doing? They should bring
child protection authority (!) about positive change.*
for Crysis Electronic Arts PubGerman Sources:
lishers.
„Gegen die weltweite Seuche der
Already several years ago, the
Mediengewalt“
director of the Criminology Re(Helga Zepp-LaRouche
in: Neue Solidarität 28/2002)
search Institute of Lower Sax„Militärisches Mordtraining auf
ony, Christian Pfeiffer said: “A
den Computern unserer Kids“/
society which allows such
Zeit-Fragen Nr. 25/2002)
games is sick,” but obviously
„Der Standard“ vom 16.1.2007
www.eurogamer.de/ (aufrufen unter:
did not take the necessary steps
computerspielpreis crysis 2)
towards immediate prevention.

“When you don’t use your eyes to see, you will use them to weep”
Jean-Paul Sartre
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Pedophilia on its way
to social acceptance

Vision of the future or current reality?

From early sexualizaha. The Argentinian senate de- an” once and for all. It’s said tion to insurance-paid
cided in May 2012 with a vote of that we've all been brainwashed abortions to...?
sj. The former director of the
Institute of Sexual Sciences,
Dr. Volkmar Sigusch, noted in
the German medical journal
Aerzteblatt: “A person with pedophiliac tendencies can’t help
himself any more than someone who desires an adult woman.” According to Sigusch the
“neosexual revolution” of the
last decades has “brought
many of the sexual practices
previously rated as perverse
into a mild, public acceptance,
but not pedophilia. It is one of
the last sexual taboos.” As
long as we let such voices have
public credit without our counter-voice, we’ve given our future away and sealed our ruin
and also our slavery.

55 to zero for a reform of the law
about transsexualism.
This
means that every citizen can
now choose to state their sex as
male or female in their passport
just like that. The reporting offices must even add this without
charge on all documents.
Now if you think this sounds
like science fiction, then you've
never heard a thing about gender
mainstreaming. It conceals an
exchange of moral in such minuscule steps that most of us
don't even realize it. Gender
mainstreaming is intended to get
rid of the patriarchal oppression
and the “fairy tale about the difference between man and wom-

“No witness is better
than the own eyes”

Nothing is more
difficult and needs
more character
then to be in
open opposition
to ones times and
to loudly say:
“NO!”

Ethiopian saying

Kurt Tucholsky

German Source:
Deutsches Ärzteblatt/ Auszug aus
Originaltext/ Nr.37,2011/ unter
„Themen der Zeit“, „Sexueller Kindesmissbrauch: Zum Stand von Forschung
und Therapie“, Sigusch Volkmar

Witness report – Ritalin
ca. The controversial discus- egoistic point of view: You’re
sion about the drug Ritalin not deciding here if your daughter
only involves therapists but goes to a special education
also mature parents. Here is an school without Ritalin or with
eyewitness report from a so- Ritalin to a normal high school.
called “parent consultation”:
Do you want to ruin your
Mother: “I’ve seen children on daughter’s life because of a
Ritalin whose personalities were “gut feeling”? You can trust us
totally changed, completely ap- here.” Mom: “Okay, if you
athetic and I have a bad feeling really think it’s the best.” Docabout it, my gut feeling says tor: “Good job! Your daughter
it’s not good.” Doctor: “It’s only will thank you for this.” I left
5mg, twice a day.” Mother: the “manipulation meeting”
“But the side effects scare us!” completely stunned.
Doctor: “Of course, these
things could show up, but we
Orginal German Source:
can keep them under control.” Eye witness report of an Ergotherapy
Educator: “You have a very
student (name retained by editor)

into thinking there are differences between the sexes. It also
wants to eliminate such discriminating words as “mother” and
“father” and replace them with
“parents”. Who wants that? It's
time to stand up against such
insanity, because this ideology is
not only already taught at universities, but is also a leading principle in the international organizations UN and the EU. And by
the way, head gender ideologist
Judith Butler is an international
lesbian activist.
Sorces:
www.queer.de/detail.php?
article_ia=16486
Zeitschrift Z für Zukunft/
Ausgabe 6/ Nov./Dez. 2011

One of the strongest
natural drives released
Christa Meves, child and
youth psychotherapist, as
well as author of many books,
warns that sex addictions
have already begun increasing to epidemic proportions.
“Mandatory sex education with
pornographic material encourages this development and
therefore should be stopped
immediately.”
Hormone researchers have recently proven that children
from infancy until puberty
have extremely small quantities of the sexual hormones.
Sexuality does not have this
time frame and therefore has
no right to be there. Because
of this, those who educate
children have an especially
big responsibility to protect
kids from premature confrontation with sexuality.
Orginal German Source:
Z für Zukunft/Das Umdenk Impuls
Zukunfts Gestaltungs Magazin/
Ausgabe 7/April-Mai 2012
Originaltext/Christa Meves /
www.vfa-ev.de

USA: The organization “Planned Parenthood” is concerned
with early sexualization, sells
the “needed” contraceptives,
also earns with the tests for
sexually transmitted diseases
and is, last but not least, the
largest provider of abortions
nationwide. The “International
Planned Parenthood Foundation” even has an offshoot in
Switzerland “Plane S” or the
newly dubbed “Sexuelle Gesundheit Schweiz” (Sexual
Health of Switzerland). It starts
with the early sexualization of
our children. The instruction
how to use all sorts of contraceptives follows seamlessly.
Because STDs are becoming
such a serious burden, they
need to be treated and the vaccination against it propagated.
And in case the contraceptives
failed, there’s always the “final
solution” of offering and insurance-paid abortion.
Orginal German Source:
Originalartikel/ Dominik Müggler,/
Verein: mamma /Postfach 4011 Basel/
Infoblatt vom 20. März 2012

“One recognizes an error
because the
whole world shares it”
Jean Girandoux,
French diplomat and
author (1882-1944)

Closing Point
Tear the
“mainstream veil”
from the faces of all the
blind, confused and lost!
Then win them,
worldwide, as faithful
V&C distributors,
invincible lights
in this deceptive night.
Ivo Sasek

Note by translator: All citations marked with* are re-translated from German into English.
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